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The era of big data



What is the state-of-the-art in annotation?

Sorokin and Forsyth. CVPR 2008.

Russell, et al. CVPR 2008.
Deng, et al. CVPR 2009.

Everingham, et al. IJCV 2010.
Ahn and Dabbish. CHI 2004.

Lots of annotated images

Xiao, et al. CVPR 2010. Torralba, et al. PAMI 2008.



Where are the large,
real world video datasets?

Yuen, Russell, Liu, Torralba. ICCV 2009.

8 years of video uploaded every day to YouTube!



24 authors!
just to build and evaluate a data set!



Just your typical scene!



What did it cost to annotate VIRAT?
Entire dataset is 27 hours
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$15,000

What did it cost to annotate VIRAT?

8 months

$1,500

24 days

this paper:

Entire dataset is 27 hours



When things go wrong...



“I would like to tell you that your Video 
annotation HIT is impossible... i just wasted 5 

hrs for your stupid crap”
--- Andrei, MTurk worker

“I feel strongly about my 20 cents... I expect to paid in 
the next 24 hours or I WILL let the IRB know ASAP”

--- quentin, student at an Ivy league university

When things go wrong...



Why is video annotation hard?

See our upcoming IJCV paper.
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Frame by Frame Labeling
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Frame by Frame Labeling



Key Frame Annotation

Yuen, Russell, Liu, Torralba. ICCV 2009.



Vondrick, Ramanan, Patterson. ECCV 2010.

Tracking algorithms assist human annotators



Tracking algorithms are cost effective too
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Athletic Drills VIRAT Cars



Choice of key frames is crucial!

More clicks  = Higher cost



How do we pick key frames?
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How do we pick key frames?

Fixed rate:  user annotates every T frames

User defined:  user annotates any frame he chooses

• computer picks for user
• if motion is complex, T must be small
• seems to be wasteful
• dismissed by researchers

• user has complete freedom
• user can adjust T depending on complexity
• de-facto standard in video annotation



Which is more efficient? Fixed or user defined?

* = user did fixed rate first
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Fixed rate key frames are faster!
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Fixed rate key frames are faster!

Which is more efficient? Fixed or user defined?

2009 Marr
prize winner

* = user did fixed rate first



Fixed rate key frames are faster!

Which is more efficient? Fixed or user defined?

Learning bias

* = user did fixed rate first



Fixed rate key frames are faster!

Which is more efficient? Fixed or user defined?

Fixed rate still wins under 
predictable, linear motion* = user did fixed rate first



Humans do not pick
optimal key frames.



What frame should the user 
annotate next?

Use active learning.



• Uncertainty sampling: query for least certain example

• Query-by-committee: most informative is example 
with most disagreement

• Expected model change: ask for example that would 
change the model the most

• Expected error reduction: ask for example that 
would reduce error the most

• Many more...  see (Settles 2009) for survey 

Large body of literature for active learning



1. Video frames are structured, i.e. non-i.i.d

2. Active learning wants right model; 
we want right labels

Why not use off-the-shelf active learning?



A Simple Tracker







Extract color + HOG features from frames

Train linear SVM to discriminate:

Positives are the labeled boxes
Negatives are every other non-overlapping box



appearance
motion model

Find least cost path:









Solve the recursion with dynamic programming:

For K locations and T frames, can solve in O(TK)
(with quadratic distance transform)
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Active Learning



Given previous annotations,
which frame should the user annotate next?

Optimal choice reduces the error the most:



Maximum expected label change:

probability of 
annotating at 

location i 

amount path 
changes when 

constrained by i



Expected Label Change (ELC) 
vs

Expected Gradient Length (EGL)

EGL asks for example that changes the model the most
ELC asks for frame that changes the label the most

EGL assumes i.i.d. for computational reasons
ECL assumes non-i.i.d. 



Maximum expected label change:



Score of path
constrained by b_t^i

“What is probability user annotates here?”

Gives path
constrained by b_t^i

Standard two-pass
algorithm to compute

min-marginals
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Maximum expected label change:



How much path
changes had it gone

through b_t^i

“How much does label change from current
estimate if this frame were annotated?”

Efficiently compute changes with DP:

How much path
changes up to this

point
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Maximum expected label change:



Stop requesting annotations when we
don’t expect a large label change:

In practice, budget expires first!





First frame labeled only:

takes off
jacket

puts on
jacket

changed pose,
different jacket,
far from current



Requested Frame



Requested Frame





with requested frame:







Pass Through



Pass Through



Bounce



Bounce



Which one happened?











Probability user annotates here







Tracking Under Occlusion



Tracking Under Occlusion



Transferring Wasted Clicks
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Transferring Wasted Clicks



Transferring Wasted Clicks



Benchmark Evaluation: VIRAT



Performance on VIRAT Cars



Benchmark Evaluation: Basketball



Performance on Basketball Players



Summary

• Humans do not pick an optimal set of key frames

• Humans do not intuitively understand the behavior 
of any imperfect interpolation scheme

• Active learning with a tracker picks better key 
frames, reducing costs



Future work
Hypothesis: The order of
requested frames is crucial
for the user experience.

How can we do far-sighted
active learning for video annotation?



$15,000
8 months

$1,500
24 days

What would you buy with the extra

$13,500?
Thanks!

Huge impact:


